The Art of Refrigeration

When your ultra-low temperature freezer fails, you stand to lose a lot more than your temper. First, there's the loss of priceless stored product. Then the downtime. High cascade repair bills. And the worst part, when the freezer is fixed, you can't trust it.

Which is why we believe an investment in a Queue Cryostar freezer is an investment in your peace of mind. Through science, we've changed the state-of-the-art in ultra-low temperature refrigeration.

The Science of Cryostar

We've developed a simple refrigeration technique that utilizes a standard commercial air conditioner compressor. This single compressor circulates a mixture of clean, non-flammable Freon® refrigerants through a series of computer modeled heat exchangers with the relative ease of your home refrigerator.

The Cryostar freezer works because we have applied refrigerant chemistry to the physics of a fractional distillation column, creating a safe and efficient system which uses only two moving parts.

Here's a level of dependability and performance impossible to achieve through conventional cascade technology. That's why our 25 month warranty is the finest in the industry.

Refrigeration Power

Since Cryostar freezers are unlike cascade freezers, we can build in more refrigeration horsepower per cubic foot of storage space than any other manufacturer.

Our freezers pack a lot of power. Enough to deliver super ultra-low temperatures as cold as −90°C, −100°C, and even −135°C...the industry's first alternative to liquid nitrogen for long term storage.

By cycling the compressor on demand, however, we use the power wisely to reduce operating costs.

The Queue Cryostar Refrigeration System

The Investment

Before you make any decision on an ultra-low freezer, talk to your maintenance department about freezer serviceability and cascade repair. And send for our booklet "Cryostar Freezers: Questions and Answers" for details on how ours do twice as much with half the effort. Call Queue at (304)464-5400 or contact your area Queue Sales Representative for a literature portfolio.

"The more you understand ultra-low temperature refrigeration, the better we look."

Queue Systems Inc. Box 1901 Parkersburg WV 26102 USA
Queue Systems International Telex 869424 Queue PKB
Telephone (304)464-5400

©Queue Systems, Inc. 1983

Freon is a registered trademark of the E.I. duPont de Nemours Co.
PERFORMANCE ARCHITECTURE:
All Simultaneously.

Masscomp’s unique triple-bus Performance Architecture™ delivers unequalled system price/performance. With its dual-processor CPU and up to 7 megabytes ECC memory, the Masscomp MC-500 offers scientists and engineers outstanding computation power. With the addition of Masscomp-designed floating-point and array processors, throughput is even further enhanced.

The MC-500 runs a virtual memory, real-time UNIX™ operating system with Ethernet™ support. Supported languages include C, FORTRAN 77, and Pascal-2™. The Quick-Choice™ multiple-window user interface offers menu-driven access to system functions.

Key system capabilities include:

**DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL**
- Bit-slice Data Acquisition and Control Processor
- One million 12-bit analog samples/second
- One microsecond external-event response

**MULTI-USER COMPUTATION**
- 32-bit CPU with 4K byte cache
- 16 megabyte virtual address space
- 7 millisecond 1024-point complex FFT

**HIGH-PERFORMANCE GRAPHICS**
- Independent 32-bit graphics processors
- 1024 x 800 x 2 x 1 pixel monochrome graphics
- 832 x 600 x 2 x 10 pixel color graphics

For more information on how the MC-500 is delivering results in industrial, university, government, and medical applications, call 1-800-451-1824.

MASSCOMP
One Technology Park
Westford, Massachusetts 01886
TWX: ESL 196520
Telex: 704353
Cable: MASSCOMP

Performance Architecture and Quick-Choice are trademarks of the Massachusetts Computer Corp. UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. Pascal-2 is a trademark of Oregon Software. Ethernet is a trademark of the Xerox Corp.
Nicolet is in the forefront of the most significant trends in laboratory instrumentation: the computerization of analytical instruments and the application of Fourier transform techniques to molecular spectroscopy and chemical analysis. These developments have dramatically enhanced the efficiency, accuracy, and information-gathering power of today's laboratories.

Fourier Transform NMR Spectroscopy

Nicolet's record of computerizing instruments and applying FT techniques to spectroscopy is without peer in the industry. The FT revolution started in NMR spectroscopy, and Nicolet was the pioneer in developing dedicated signal averaging computers with FT processing capabilities optimized for pulsed FT-NMR. Further Nicolet FT-NMR innovations have been the first wide-bore NMR spectrometer, the first versatile multiple-step pulse programmer, the first computer-automated field homogeneity control, and the first 2D-FT software package.

Nicolet's NT-Series NMR systems represent the state-of-the-art in advanced research NMR. Our new QE-300 and S-100 NMR instruments now make advanced NMR capabilities accessible to a wider range of laboratories for routine use, as well as for demanding research studies.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

In 1976, Nicolet integrated sophisticated optical components with FT computers to create FT systems that brought new infrared capabilities to science and industry, and opened up entirely new applications. Further Nicolet FT-IR developments bridged the gap from FT-IR as an advanced research technique to a cost-effective routine analytical tool.

Nicolet continues to set the standards in FT-IR, and offers the widest product line for solving analytical problems on any level, simple or complex.

Fourier Transform Mass Spectrometry

Fourier transform mass spectrometry is an emerging technique that is gaining much attention from the research community, as evidenced by the number of recent technical publications and by papers delivered at the 1983 ASMS Conference in Boston. Nicolet introduced the world's first commercially available FT-MS spectrometer in 1981, and is now the only manufacturer of FT mass Spectrometers used in university and industrial laboratories for problem-solving analytical applications. The FT-MS technique is growing significantly, and once again Nicolet leads the way.

Single-Crystal and Powder XRD

Nicolet's single-crystal XRD instruments use FT techniques to determine complete molecular structures. The R3M performs simultaneous data collection, structure determination, display, and plotting of molecular structures. The new 12 system meets the demands of the modern x-ray powder diffraction laboratory by providing an integrated systems approach combining mechanical precision and fully computerized analysis capabilities.

Spectral Information Systems

Nicolet leads in developing on-line data bases of spectral and chemical information and sophisticated techniques for rapidly searching, comparing, and retrieving this information.

Nicolet is committed to providing laboratories with the most efficient computer-based instruments for analytical problem solving, and the strongest commitment to after-sales support and service.

Write for our new booklet "Problem-Solving Instruments for the Contemporary Laboratory".
New electrophoresis system designed to meet today's needs in biotechnology

All the quality and built-in problem-solving features you'll ever need at affordable prices

FMC-2000 Digital Power Supply
- IEF Endpoint Detector is programmable to optimize IEF resolution; assure constant reproducibility
- Automatically detects end point, switches to pre-programmed lower voltage to prevent overfocusing, gradient drift & gel burnout
- Safe, compact, lightweight, portable
- General power supply for electrophoresis and IEF

Resolute™ VMP Vertical Slab Electrophoresis System
- Silicone gasket & Tubing provides “no leak” system, eliminates messy grease
- Heavy levelling base & spirit level produces even gel surfaces, sample loading, migration
- Adjustable height in two models: 125 to 260mm or 125 to 380mm. Ideal for 2-D, DNA sequencing, SDS

Resolute™ HMP Horizontal Chamber
- Extremely efficient epoxy cooling platen
- Compact design, complete for electrophoresis and IEF [6 electrodes included]
- Unique electrode design for ease of use and consistent high quality separations
- Injection molded, high impact resin throughout

Resolute™ DNA Electrophoresis System
- For submarine and agarose bridge techniques
- Sliding baffles allow easy pouring of either submarine or horizontal gel wicks
- Superbly designed for high resolution separations of DNA fragments on agarose or composite gels with water cooled gel bed and buffer circulation
- True U.V. transparent gel tray

For complete specs, prices, availability, call toll-free 1-800-341-1574 (In Maine call 207-594-4436).
Or write FMC Corporation, Marine Colloids Division, 5 Maple Street, Rockland, Maine 04841.
Please mention the specific unit(s) you are interested in.

Quality equipment to complement FMC's world leadership in media and reagents for Electrophoresis, IEF, Nucleic Acid EP, Cell Culture, Cloning, Protein Immunology and more...
Remarkable New Fluorescent Labels – From Algae

Phycobiliproteins isolated from algae represent an exciting new class of molecules for fluorescent labeling.

In nature, phycobiliproteins provide the first step in the photosynthetic process for many red and blue-green algae. These proteins efficiently absorb and re-emit light for utilization by chlorophyll. This same efficiency makes phycobiliproteins ideal fluorescent tags when attached to molecules such as antibodies which have well defined, biologically specific binding properties.

Phycobiliproteins possess their unique properties because they contain multiple bilin chromophores (as many as 40 in phycoerythrin) covalently bound inside the intact protein and thus significantly isolated from the protein’s external environment. As a result, they display the following impressive properties:

- extinction coefficients $>2 \times 10^6$ cm$^{-1}$M$^{-1}$
- quantum efficiencies $>90$
- wide spectral coverage—especially at the red end of the spectrum where natural interferences are minimal
- large Stokes shifts
- constant quantum yield over a broad pH range
- immunity from collisional quenching

Because phycobiliproteins are stable and highly water soluble, they can be easily linked to molecules such as antibodies with a variety of common protein cross-linking reagents. The resulting conjugates are stable and offer significant advantages over conventionally tagged reagents. Recent research has demonstrated the usefulness of such conjugates in two-color fluorescent labeling of cells and in fluorescence immunoassay.$^{1,2}$

Applied Biosystems is now making highly purified phycobiliproteins available to the research community for fluorescent labeling applications.

These phycobiliproteins are sold for research use only. Patents are pending.

References

For more information, circle number 126.
11 Questions to ask before you buy an automated DNA synthesizer.

1. Do I really need an automated DNA synthesizer?
   The answer depends on your requirements for custom oligonucleotides. If you need more than one oligomer per month, an automated DNA synthesizer will be a good investment. However, if you use less than one per month, you should consider ordering custom oligomers or synthesizing them manually.

2. What advantages will an automated synthesizer provide?
   An automated DNA synthesizer will perform all of the time-consuming procedures necessary to synthesize an oligomer—without the error potential inherent in manual methods. You'll be able to synthesize more product in less time, and you'll be freed to dedicate your energies to other important tasks.

   Another advantage is around-the-clock synthesis operations. If you select a quality synthesizer—such as the Coder™ 280—you'll be able to run syntheses 24 hours a day. That can further enhance your productivity.

3. How much does an automated DNA synthesizer cost?
   The purchase price of an automated DNA synthesizer will range from about $21,000 to $68,000.

   But you should consider the reliability of the equipment and the manufacturer's dedication to service. Downtime or long waits for service can impede your productivity, costing you valuable time and expensive chemicals.

4. What are the differences among the DNA synthesizers currently available?
   Every synthesizer on the market today does basically the same thing. The primary differences are in the modes of fluid movement (pump or pressure driven), the type of reaction chamber (flow-through column or agitation vessel), and the number of reagent reservoirs. All types have been proven effective.

   Nevertheless, in evaluating synthesizers, be sure to consider the reputation of the manufacturer and the experience of the company's scientific personnel.

5. Will a synthesizer do all the work?
   All synthesizers will do the work involved in the synthesis itself, and some systems also will cleave your product from the resin. However, your product will be in crude form at this point, requiring purification by HPLC, electrophoresis, or other methods.

6. What kind of results will an automated DNA synthesizer produce?
   You can expect results equal to those produced by manual synthesis techniques. Yields will average around 95% per base coupling, provided that you use high-quality reagents and take care in handling these materials. But even the best reagents handled with utmost care will occasionally generate yields lower than 95%, regardless of some manufacturers' claims.

7. Which chemistry is best?
   There are basically two types of solid-phase chemistry being used: phosphate-triester and phosphite-triester. Each has its advantages and disadvantages, depending on the specific requirements of your synthesis operations, and each has been proven to produce quality results.

   The best choice is a synthesizer that can perform all solid-phase chemistries, rather than a system that is limited to only one method.

8. How much will it cost to run a synthesizer?
   Exact figures are difficult to project, given the wide range of costs for chemicals and other factors. However, you should be able to produce 5 O.D. units of a purified pentadecamer for less than $125 for all reagents and solvents.

9. What problems should I anticipate with an automated synthesizer?
   Even the best laboratory equipment will experience some downtime, and lesser quality synthesizers may break down or malfunction frequently, especially if they are being used continuously.

   As a consequence, you should choose a manufacturer who has a qualified, responsive field service department—one that can provide both on-site and over-the-phone technical assistance and support.

10. Can the synthesizer's microcomputer be used for other duties?
    If the synthesizer has a stand-alone microcomputer as a controller, such as the Coder 280 with Apple //e™ as the microcomputer, it is possible to do solid-phase peptide chemistry. However, it is not very practical because peptide syntheses usually require a minimum of 1 g of resin and DNA synthesizers are designed to accommodate not more than 200 mg of resin.

    Furthermore, most DNA synthesizers are not designed to handle corrosive reagents such as trifluoroacetic acid. Versatile peptide synthesizers are.

7. Will an automated DNA synthesizer do peptide synthesis as well?
   Vega Biotechnologies wants you to be fully informed about automated DNA synthesizers—before you make your decision.

   We invented the automated DNA synthesizer, and we offer the widest range of systems—including our Coder 280 with Apple //e microcomputer.

   If you're in the process of evaluating synthesizers, or if you've already been thinking about automating your DNA syntheses, call us toll-free at 800-529-4692. We'll send you more detailed information on our DNA synthesizers, answer any other questions you might have, and arrange a free demonstration.

   The bottom line is this: Make sure you understand everything about automated DNA synthesizers before you invest in a system.

   Vega Biotechnologies can help.

   Call us today.

© 1983 by Vega Biotechnologies, Inc. All rights reserved. Coder™ is a trademark of Vega Biotechnologies, Inc.

Apple //e™ is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.
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A new generation of microscopes with advanced optical engineering and ergonometric design: Olympus BH-2 System Series.

This could well be a most significant contribution to the science of microscopy and photomicrography.

The Olympus BH-2:
- Fulfillment of operational, illumination and brightness control goals.
- Unsurpassed totally new LB optics provide vastly superior image quality.
- New operational superiority improves viewing comfort and offers a natural eyepoint position.
- Low position focusing and stage movement knobs provide natural hand positioning.

Improved Koehler illumination is developed for ultra-low magnifications (1x to 4x); and standard magnifications (2x to 100x).

Add precision L.E.D. brightness controls and a host of accessories (phase contrast, Nomarski interference contrast, Hoffman modulation contrast, reflected and transmitted light fluorescence, polarized light and more) and you have today's state-of-the-art development inviting your examination.

Contact the Olympus Authorized Dealer listed in your Yellow Pages, or Precision Instrument Division, Olympus Corporation of America, 4 Nevada Drive, New Hyde Park, NY 11042.

In Canada, W. Carsen Co., Ltd., Ontario
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OLYMPUS
The Science Company
This new kit from Coulter offers you high specificity—it is the only kit with both T & B specific monoclonal antibodies. It is fast (ready to read in 25-30 minutes), flexible (suitable for use with a fluorescent microscope or EPICS® or other flow cytometers) and complete (it's the only kit with everything you need for 25 tests, including control). It has built-in Q.C....identifiable morphology that correlates with the standard differential. It has quality reagents; modern processing techniques, with guaranteed high brightness, specificity, purity, and lot-to-lot uniformity.
MORE GOOD THINGS (FROM COULTER ONLY)

- The only specific B Cell Markers, B1 and B2.
- The only specific Monocyte/Macrophage Marker, MO2.
- The original specific J5 (CALLA) Marker.
- Unique Activation Markers such as (Ia like) I2 and ILR2.
- High Titer MCA to Human Immunoglobulins including IgG, IgD, IgM, IgE.
- A World Class Reference Developing Reagent, GAM-FITC.

Also of interest are monoclonal antibodies both unconjugated and conjugated with fluorescein and biotin labeling with the highest affinity, labeling density and specificity. They are packaged for your needs in 25, 50, 100 test sizes. Discounts available on multiple 100 test sizes.

Coulter also offers a comprehensive line of T Cell Markers, including T1, T3, T4, T6, T8, T11 and TQ1. And also mouse IgG and IgM controls specially-formulated for background determinations in MCA reagent applications.

COMING FROM COULTER

- A Myeloid Series
- T Cell—Lytic Series
- T Cell Markers—for special applications
- More B Cells = Highly-specific Natural Killer Cell markers = Plasma Cell markers
- More activation markers = More CALLA markers = Whole Blood Kit—T4/T8
- Subclasses of Human Gamma Immunoglobulins
- AIDS Typing Kit
- Acute Leukemia Typing Kit.
- All purpose Calibrator—Microscope, EPICS, etc.

To order a Whole Blood T & B kit or for information on our other Monoclonal Antibodies and Reagents, please call:
(800) 327-3778 (outside Florida)
(800) 432-6518 (inside Florida—Ext. 289)

or write to:
COULTER IMMUNOLOGY
A Division of Coulter Corporation
440 West 20th Street
Hialeah, Florida 33010

Coulter IMmunoLogy
A Division of Coulter Corp.
440 West 20th Street
Hialeah, Florida 33010

Send more information on the COULTER CLONES® I've circled.

NAME
ORGANIZATION
DEPT.
STREET ADDRESS
CITY/STATE
ZIP
TELEPHONE
EXT.

For research use only; not for diagnostic or therapeutic use.
EPICS and COULTER CLONE are registered trademarks of Coulter Corporation.
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Microprocessor controlled electronics brings you even greater flexibility and ease of operation with our new dual-wavelength, double-beam DW-2°C UV-VIS Spectrophotometer.

New microprocessor controlled electronics gives you automatic baseline correction, digital readout of absorbance, transmittance or concentration, addition and subtraction of spectra or reaction data, memory plot on the built-in recorder, 14 spectral storage locations, first or higher order derivatives, a convenient RS-232 serial interface, plus logarithm, smoothing and averaging routines.

This state-of-the-art system gives you the ultimate combination of flexibility and ease of operation. Supercharge your research with the double-beam, dual-wavelength capabilities of the new DW-2°C UV-VIS Spectrophotometer.

Our staff will be happy to answer any of your questions or send you free literature about the DW-2°C UV-VIS Spectrophotometer and the wide range of accessories designed around it. Write SLM Instruments, Inc./American Instrument Company, 810 W Anthony Drive, Urbana, IL 61801 U.S.A., or call (800) 637-7689 toll-free. TELEX 20-6079.
When you want constant temperature, how do you get it?

New Lauda digital circulators from -120° to +350°C with convenient LED display and unique safety control.

The smart way to get constant temperature is with one of 28 new circulators from Lauda, systems that keep hot things hot and cold things cold with dependable accuracy and precision.

A newly designed digital temperature setting gives you control accuracy to ±0.01°C and a digital readout displays actual temperatures in easy-to-read LED numerals.

Lauda advances also include a proportionally integrated differential control, which adjusts heater wattage according to heat load and automatically compensates for set-point drift.

And two models feature a built-in microprocessor-based programmer, which further assures accuracy and precision with a number of predetermined functions.

Lauda controls temperatures in other ways, too. For example, unique safety features like variable over-temperature controls and low-liquid-level indicators interrupt power should a problem occur. Zero crossover switching/RFI suppression eliminates the possibility of electrical interference with other instruments in the lab. And built-in flow control varies the rate of external circulation.

Dependable accuracy and precision are just part of the benefits of being Lauda. To learn more about the others, contact your Brinkmann representative; or call or write Brinkmann Instruments Co., Division of Sybron Corporation, Cantiague Road, Westbury, NY 11590, Tel: 800-645-3050; in New York, 516-334-7500. In Canada: 50 Galaxy Blvd., Rexdale, Ont. M9W 4Y5, Tel: 416-675-7911.

The sooner you do, the sooner you'll say...

The Lauda, the better.
Hoefer Answers the Studier with the STURDIER™!

Quality at a cost your shop can’t match!

Slab Gel Electrophoresis Unit Complete, no extras to buy.

Rugged Molded Construction.
Standard size slabs (14 x 16cm).
No notched glass plates.
Seals every time without grease.
Built-in casting stand.
Electrical safety that can’t be defeated.
Fast delivery.

For more information on the Hoefer STURDIER™ Unit write or phone
In California: 415-282-2307
Outside California: 800-227-4750
Outside USA: Telex no. 470778

HOEFER SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
654 Minnesota St. Box 77387
San Francisco, California 94107 USA

WIZ is ISCO’s new smartpump.
It’s a dispenser and diluter, too.

It’s a smartpump. ISCO’s WIZ is more than an ordinary peristaltic pump. Spend two minutes calibrating it when you first set it up—from then on, just key in any flow rate you want, directly in ml/hr. The output will be within 1% of your selected value. It’s a dispenser. You can key in any volume—that’s what you’ll get every time you press the button. And it’s a diluter. Push a button to take up any desired volume of sample; push it again to dispense the sample followed by any volume of diluent. This unique pump also has an LED display and tubing cassettes that can be slipped in and out while running. Send now for literature, or phone toll-free: [800] 228-4250. ISCO, P.O. Box 5347, Lincoln, Nebraska 68505.
MICRO-g vibration isolators for large research tables.

MICRO-g post mounts provide superior vibration isolation for large, heavy research tables. New, patented Gimbal Pistons provide equal horizontal and vertical vibration isolation. With resonant frequencies as low as 1.25 Hz, MICRO-g isolators provide unmatched performance, even in the low frequency range. Precision leveling valves are standard, and all that is required for operation is conventional compressed air or bottled gas with 90-100 psi pressure. We will provide a complete table, including granite or structured steel top, or the isolators only if you already have a top.

Write or call for specifications or proposal.

TECHNICAL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

PRECISION METAL PRODUCTS VIBRATION ISOLATION SYSTEMS

185 NEW BOSTON STREET • WOBURN, MA 01801 • 617-933-0050
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High Pressure

Precise control at low flow rates

Model A-30-S

- Single-piston HPLC pump is ideal for use with 3 and 5 μ columns.
- 0.05 to 1.5 mL/min @ 5000 psi
- Durable

Eldex Laboratories, Inc.
3551 Haven Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 364-8159
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AAAS Report VIII
Research & Development, FY 1984

by Willis H. Shapley, Albert H. Teich,
and Jill P. Weinberg

The annual AAAS R&D Reports are recognized as the major source of timely, detailed, and objective information on R&D issues in the federal budget.

This year's Report also includes the proceedings of the 1983 AAAS Colloquium on R&D and Public Policy, presenting the views of leaders of government, industry, and the scientific and engineering communities.

256 pp. 1983 Paper $8.50

Also available:

R&D in the FY 1984 Budget:
A Preliminary Analysis

254 pp. 1983 Paper $5.00

Congressional Action on R&D in the FY 1984 Budget
Approx. 48 pp. Fall 1983 Paper $4.00

Send check or money order to:
AAAS Sales Dept., R&D 83-3S, 1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW,
Washington, DC 20005. Visa and MasterCard customers please include
signature, acct. no., and exp. date. AAAS members, 10% on prepaid orders. Orders
under $10 must be prepaid.
INTRODUCING
A Reusable* Affinity Resin
For the Purification of

PROGESTERONE RECEPTORS
&
GLUCOCORTICOID RECEPTORS

STEROGEL™ A affinity resin
(deoxycorticosterone-agarose)

*Reusable, up to ten times, after a simple regeneration process.

Now Available From
G-K Biochemicals, Inc. 150 Home St., Somerset, NJ 08873 USA
Tel. (201) 246-1191

The result of 15 years of Innovation and Technology

WPI's Series 700 Micro-Probe System Intracellular Amplifiers

gerover 3500 Amplifiers currently in Service

WORLD PRECISION INSTRUMENTS INC.
60 Fitch St., New Haven, CT 06516 USA
Tel. (203) 389-2153 TWX 710-466-2636 Cables: WPINSTR